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SPORTS 2000 - WHO WILL
BE THE 2021 CHAMPIONS ?
The Creative Funding Solutions Sports 2000 Championship is coming to a
climax ! This weekend (02/03 October) at Snetterton final three races of the
season will be held.

2021 CREATIVE
FUNDING
SOLUTIONS
SPORTS 2000
CHAMPIONSHIP
Rounds 11, 12 & 13
Snetterton 300
All classes - Duratec
& Pinto

With the current national (UK) fuel situation we hope that everyone manages
to get to the race meeting (and back home !) and the races do not end up as
economy run!
After a great race meeting at Brands on 18/19 September where there was lots
of great racing, all 3 championships remain hotly contested. Plus there are a
few drivers still looking for their first wins of the season so in both Duratecs &
Pinto categories the racing this weekend will be close and exciting again!
In the Duratec Championship Tom Stoten may have a bit of a lead but with
Josh Law winning at Brands, Michael Gibbins looking to return to winning ways
and Dominic Lesnieswski very hungry , Tom will be under pressure so anything
could happen !
In class B of the Duratecs there are a number of seasoned competitors aiming
to winning the bragging rights ! So watch out for John Owen (MCR), Grant
Gibson (Van Diemen), while in the Derek Bell Trophy Giles Billingsley is
favourite with Roger Donnan hoping to at least hang on to Giles coat tails &/or
maybe sneak by !
The Pinto and the Pinto Historic Championship are living up to the traditions
of this long established racing category. The racing is close and with the
variation of the 12 corners on the Snetterton 300 layout, mistakes will be
quickly punished, and given the equal nature of the cars, overtaking will not be
easy.
Ross Hyett will be back in his Lola and looking to secure the Pinto
championship. The Needhams (father & son - Peter & Josh) will be pushing
him hard, and probably hoping for a bit of luck too !
Pinto Historic championship contesters are locked in a close contest. Trevor
Walsh looks to have the upper hand over Mike Fry & Clive Steeper in a brace of
Tigas. In the mix for race wins this weekend will be John Hamer (Tiga) who
dominated at Brands; winning all 3 Pinto races outright. And the wily stalwart
Chris Snowdon (Tiga) will be racing as hard as ever, so watch out for some
great dicing amongst these drivers.
If you want to follow the racing live and listen into the circuit commentary
then be sure visit www.tsl-timing.com
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